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Abstract
Machine Learning (ML) is now widely applied in various life spheres. Experts from different
domains become involved in the decision-making on the basis of complex machine learning
models that causes in-creased interest in the research in model explainability. However, little
is known about the ways that ML-practitioners use to describe and justify their models to
others. This work aims to fill the research gap in understanding how data specialists evaluate
machine learning models and how they communicate results to third parties. To explore that,
the qualitative research design is suggested and semi-structured interviews with MLpractitioners are conducted. The decision-making process will be explored from a sociological
perspective according to which data specialists are considered as actors who tend to construct
knowledge rather than passively take it. The potential result of this work is to reveal the role
of data specialists in model explanation and justification and describe methods they could use
to explain complex models to domain experts with non-technical backgrounds.
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1. Introduction
Digitalization promotes innovations and facilitates a process of globalization. With that, ongoing
digital transformation causes the emergence of new tasks together with new methods for their solutions
which are rarely clear for a wide audience but accepted since they provide solutions for urgent issues
[1]. This tendency is noticeable in the applied domains when medium-size companies, large
corporations, and small start-ups appeal to non-traditional digital solutions to present unique values of
their works to strengthen competitiveness and take an outstanding position among the other market
players. Data-driven approaches have achieved their recognition in customer-oriented settings that are
thought to have an impact on society and its characteristics causing far-reaching effects [2]. For
example, the banking sphere has changed with the help of the implementation of chat-bots based on
machine learning algorithms, that give answers to clients quicker or send personalized notifications that
are also already used in such industries as retail [3], healthcare [4], and insurance [5].
As one of the consequences, being motivated by the up-growing demand for analytical expertise at
the labour market some people adhere to follow trends and take roles of problem-solvers to deal with
latter-day challenges [6]. Expanding knowledge to boost expertise and diving into the data science
sphere, such roles become diverse and barely clearly defined due to uncertainty. Moreover, specialists
have to collaborate with each other to reach the commonly established goals such as releasing new
digital products or upgrading existing infrastructure with advanced algorithms. Simplifying the
concepts, model builders, model breakers, and consumers can be distinguished [7]. Considering a
ground stage of the technological development and knowledge formation about that, the first two
mentioned roles are taken by actors who are interested in facilitating innovations initially and make
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decisions based on data introducing state-of-the-art project results to the mass. Specifically, data
specialists have not only to develop and evaluate statistical models such as machine learning ones but
also come to an agreement with stakeholders who are far from direct work with mathematical
algorithms, but they are who can ensure the promotion and assistance of the further project realization.
Motivation for conducting this research is based on the recent increase in scientific papers that
emphasize the importance of machine learning practitioners’ expertise dealing with algorithms
promoting transparency analysis as an integral part of the work with algorithms and, by this, paying
precise attention to a need for clarification of the data- and machine-learning-based solutions to
providing understanding for all involved parties [7, 8, 9, 10]. As for a potential work contribution, this
works attempts to present theoretical justification of model evaluation process with consideration of
practices of model interpretation and sharing the knowledge to the other involved actors supported with
qualitative data provided by machine learning practitioners seeing a case from their perspective.

2. Related Research and Problem Statement
Presently, there is plenty of research papers proving scientific interests towards data-driven
innovations from the managerial, economical, and social perspectives. One of the research themes is
related to studying a working process performed by data practitioners. In particular, these research are
more focused on data-oriented skill-set [11], data science role division [12, 13, 14], team collaborations
[15, 16], tools and practices within the workflow with the notion of practical settings [17, 18, 19]. In
addition, other studies focus on the role of explanation in decision-making revealing that data specialists
tend to trust algorithms too much and make decisions in a biased manner [20, 21]. However, little is
known how data specialists, who implement complex models (i.e., machine learning ones), evaluate
models in non-academic settings, and how they translate the obtained information to the others involved
directly or indirectly in their work. Actually, several studies related to that issue have been aimed at a
direction of practitioner’s work investigation, but they are much more empirical rather than theoretically
justified [7], and experts’ needs and opinions about interpretability is rarely provided.
Thus, this research is aimed at studying practices (i.e., practical actions based on the real-life
working experience) of data science specialists with the focus on the model evaluation stage and
communicating their knowledge about model quality and other characteristics with the third parties.
The following research questions are proposed: How do specialists perform model evaluation and what
they pay attention at? How do data practitioners explain complex statistical models to other people
without a deep understanding of data science principles and ideas? The relevance of studying this issue
stems from the idea that data-experts are the first who interact with algorithms, who have specific
knowledge to understand them, and their decisions are initial for promoting the use of algorithms in
production, which might have a significant impact on society over time [22, 23].

3. Research Design
In the framework of this research, the description of the practical work of specialists is planning to
be supported with empirical data collected via semi-structured interviews with practitioners working in
different business spheres with data-intense applications. An interview-based approach is used to
understand experience, positions, attitudes, and to know opinions of industry practitioners who are
direct guides to the world of technology [24]. Variability sample or, in other words, interviewing
practitioners from various domains is thought to be applicable for reviewing common (domainindependent) patterns and discrepancies to provide explanations of the performed actions and formed
viewpoints with the help of shared real-life. As for sampling technique, convenient and snowball
samplings were performed, and, as a result, 16 interviews with 11 men and 5 women have been
conducted. The main criteria for recruiting participants were that they had to have at least one year of
practical experience in the industry, as well as they had to practice machine learning algorithms for
problem-solving at their work.
The obtained results will be analyzed with the help of thematic qualitative analysis in order to
explore the general case from the perspective of the applied theoretical framework. In detail, this work
is planning to be based on theory in order to justify its results by grounded interpretation of empirics.
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As for the theory, a concept of “worlds” introduced by Boltanski and Thévenot in 2006 [25] is chosen
for the elaboration of data practitioners’ work. According to that, there are a few “worlds” or ways of
thinking related to how people and objects dwell together being guided by their own interests,
intentions, and perception of particular issues. These “worlds”, that are prone to experience conflicts,
reach compromises, and collaborate on justification, are the following: inspired, fame, domestic, civic,
market, and industrial. Taking into account a fact that data scientists generally work in a business
sphere, an idea that these practitioners have to work together not only with each other but also with
managers and stakeholders that are more likely to be related to the other “worlds”, especially market
one, seems to be straightforward.

4. Plans and Preliminary Results
Further plans of this research are mainly focused on data analysis to obtain justified answers to the
research questions. In beforehand, findings emphasize the difficulty of contacting a few “worlds”.
Precisely, data practitioners actually evaluate models with the help of mathematical metrics that are
understandable for them, and further, they have to consider interests of the others such as managers
who are more likely to concern about financial payoffs and stakeholders who decide whether they
should invest to an ML-based project or not. The situation becomes more complicated when there is a
necessity to review the models in a social context (e.g., whether obscene content that was unblocked by
mistake is causing moral injury to users). In addition, data practitioners support the idea that one of the
managerial purposes is to sell projects reeling in superiors. Moreover, sometimes managers can attempt
to take part in market tenders offering technical solutions that hardly can be realized by data specialists.
In general, these insights strengthen the idea that there is a high need in building effective
communication between the “worlds” to inform about the capabilities of each of the parties, in particular
converting mathematical metrics to business ones to demonstrate the efficiency and potential benefits
justifiably.
As for interpretable machine learning methods (which appear to be one of the highly debatable topics
in data science communities), several practitioners mentioned the usefulness of such tools for revealing
model transparency with a certain degree of confidence since there were cases when they helped to
define which model would be better in terms of its algorithm or even elaborate on a project case
considering it step-by-step making representation of the work easier for experts from the other “worlds”.
The others pointed that they did not use interpretable machine learning methods in their project
workflow since they are not worth it: strict explanations are required by stakeholders but
computationally and timely expensive.
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